
Dedicated networking time

08:00 - 09:00
Energy & Renewables Summit

Powered by partneringONE®, all partnering meetings
will be held through a secure video conferencing
solution. You can have these meetings as one-to-one
chats or invite others for a group discussion.

Chairman’s Welcome

09:00 - 09:10
Energy & Renewables Summit

Keynote presentation: What are the
fundamental drivers of the energy transition,
and how have they been impacted by
COVID-19?

09:15 - 09:45
Energy & Renewables Summit

Does U.S. federal policy still have a role in growing
renewable power and climate infrastructure? How has
COVID-19 and oil price volatility affected the
infrastructure investing landscape? Are oil majors
becoming “energy majors”? What are the emerging
sectors to watch that have the potential to cause the
greatest disruption?

Participants

Keith Derman - Partner, Co-Head of Infrastructure and
Power, Ares Management LLC

Energy transition: How to make renewable
energy generation an investable market in the
context of low energy prices”?

09:50 - 10:25
Energy & Renewables Summit

What role will infrastructure funds play in the future
energy landscape? How to meet demand for
renewables and how to make money as prices and
returns drop – who is taking risks and where are the
best opportunities? Discussing the impact of climate
transition. How can managers show their investors
that transformation is working? The importance of
generating and sharing data and leveraging ESG for
value creation.

Participants

Moderator: Mikael Karlsson - Partner, Head of Energy
Infrastructure, Actis Partners

Panellists: Alex O'Cinneide - Founder & CEO, Gore
Street Capital

Karl Smith - Managing Director (MIRA), Green
Investment Bank

Simon Eaves - Managing Director, Head of Clean
Energy Infrastructure European Team, Capital
Dynamics

Werner von Guionneau - Chief Executive Officer,
InfraRed Capital Partners

Examining new forms of energy

10:30 - 11:00
Energy & Renewables Summit

What is the role of hydrogen and how critical is gas for
energy transition? How to get the grids to work in
practice and how to finance fibre. Examining the uses
of energy related to data centres and how to go from
generation to distribution. Latest developments in
energy storage and heat networks

Participants

Panellists: Tibor Schwartz - Senior Advisor - Asset
Management, QIC

Izzet Bensusan - Managing Partner and Founder,
Captona

Art Robinson - Managing Director, Longbow Capital

Dedicated networking time

11:00 - 11:30
Energy & Renewables Summit

Powered by partneringONE®, all partnering meetings
will be held through a secure video conferencing
solution. You can have these meetings as one-to-one
chats or invite others for a group discussion.

Investor perspectives in a crisis: is there a
current re-thinking of infrastructure
allocations?

11:30 - 12:05
Energy & Renewables Summit

What is driving investor strategies? Does energy
belong in an infrastructure portfolio or should mature
portfolios separate out energy and infra? If energy
transformation happens, to what extent will it lead to
an increase in stranded assets owned by investors and
who will the winners and the losers be. Successfully
balancing risk with opportunity.

Participants

Panellists: Ethan Levine - Managing Director & Co-
Head of Natural Resources, Commonfund Capital

Philip Butcher - Senior Principal, Infrastructure,
Canada Pension Plan Investment Board

John Anderson - Global Head Corporate Finance &
Infrastructure, Manulife

Keynote Address: Charging infrastructure for
electric vehicles to reduce net carbon
emissions

12:10 - 12:25
Energy & Renewables Summit

Investing in EV Charging

12:30 - 13:00
Energy & Renewables Summit

The future of public charging infrastructure:
Challenges and opportunities, how to fund and when
will the government need to be involved?

Participants

Panellists: Stéphane Calas - Managing Director, Cube
Infrastructure

Dedicated networking time

13:00 - 13:30
Energy & Renewables Summit

Powered by partneringONE®, all partnering meetings
will be held through a secure video conferencing
solution. You can have these meetings as one-to-one
chats or invite others for a group discussion.

Focus on disruptive technologies: examining
the tech side of energy

13:30 - 13:45
Energy & Renewables Summit

Participants

Tom Murley - Founder & Principal, Two Lights Energy
Advisors

Future of Infrastructure

13:50 - 14:20
Energy & Renewables Summit

What is the impact of new technology on energy/
electricity distribution? Examining developments in
batteries and storage, software, solar, PPA product
prices. Lessons learned from fund managers.How to
effectively source, produce, store and distribute
energy?

Participants

Moderator: Tom Murley - Founder & Principal, Two
Lights Energy Advisors

Panellists: Jeffrey Altman - Senior Advisor, Finadvice
AG

Pooja Goyal - Partner, Co-Head of Infrastructure, The
Carlyle Group

John Breckenridge - Senior Managing Director, Head
of Clean Energy Infrastructure, Capital Dynamics
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Keynote address: The future of infrastructure:
how technology is disrupting and enabling an
asset class

14:25 - 14:55
Energy & Renewables Summit

Participants

Jonathan Winer - Co-CEO, Sidewalk Infrastructure
Partners

Dedicated networking time

14:55 - 15:25
Energy & Renewables Summit

Powered by partneringONE®, all partnering meetings
will be held through a secure video conferencing
solution. You can have these meetings as one-to-one
chats or invite others for a group discussion.

ESG: how are definitions evolving? Increasing
the emphasis on the “S” and focusing on
carbon neutral projects and climate change
commitments

15:25 - 15:55
Energy & Renewables Summit

Focusing on the social aspect of ESG and identifying
projects/assets that are beneficial to communities and
emphasise diversity. What is the role of infra in society
and how sustainable are returns in relation to the
public sector? How is the pathway to net zero affecting
infra and will carbon capture and storage take off?
How close are we to a standardised ESG framework?

Participants

Moderator: François Bergere - Executive Director,
Long-Term Infrastructure Investors Association - LTIIA

Panellists: Laurence Monnier - Head of Quantitative
Research, Real Assets, Aviva Investors

Rosheen McGuckian - CEO, NTR

Martin Ewald - Managing Director, Lead Portfolio
Manager, Impact Investments, Allianz Global Investors

Shane Swords - Managing Director, Head of Investor
Relations, NextEnergy Capital

Developments in distributed assets and the
intersection with sustainability and climate risk

16:00 - 16:30
Energy & Renewables Summit

Examining opportunities in rooftop solar, batteries,
waste to energy systems, waste water treatment. How
to find project developers to get access to infra
investment. How can the demand/supply imbalance
for renewable operating assets be overcome? What
impact will the US election have?

Participants

Moderator: Raza Hasnani - Managing Director, Head of
Infrastructure Investments, Africa50

Panellists: Alexandre Tilmant - Founder & Managing
Partner, TELA Energy LLC

Rob Day - General Partner, SpringPoint Capital

Scott Brown - Founder & CEO, New Energy Capital

David Milner - CEO, NuGen Capital

Chair’s closing remarks

16:35 - 16:40
Energy & Renewables Summit

Dedicated networking time

16:40 - 17:30
Energy & Renewables Summit

Powered by partneringONE®, all partnering meetings
will be held through a secure video conferencing
solution. You can have these meetings as one-to-one
chats or invite others for a group discussion.
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TIME ENERGY & RENEWABLES SUMMIT

08:00 08:00 - Dedicated networking time

09:00 09:00 - Chairman’s Welcome

09:15 - Keynote presentation: What are the fundamental drivers of the energy transition, and how have they been impacted by
COVID-19?

09:50 - Energy transition: How to make renewable energy generation an investable market in the context of low energy prices”?

10:00 10:30 - Examining new forms of energy

11:00 11:00 - Dedicated networking time

11:30 - Investor perspectives in a crisis: is there a current re-thinking of infrastructure allocations?

12:00 12:10 - Keynote Address: Charging infrastructure for electric vehicles to reduce net carbon emissions

12:30 - Investing in EV Charging

13:00 13:00 - Dedicated networking time

13:30 - Focus on disruptive technologies: examining the tech side of energy

13:50 - Future of Infrastructure

14:00 14:25 - Keynote address: The future of infrastructure: how technology is disrupting and enabling an asset class

14:55 - Dedicated networking time

15:00 15:25 - ESG: how are definitions evolving? Increasing the emphasis on the “S” and focusing on carbon neutral projects and climate
change commitments

16:00 16:00 - Developments in distributed assets and the intersection with sustainability and climate risk

16:35 - Chair’s closing remarks

16:40 - Dedicated networking time

SCHEDULE
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Dedicated networking time

08:00 - 08:55
Day 1

Powered by partneringONE®, all partnering meetings
will be held through a secure video conferencing
solution. You can have these meetings as one-to-one
chats or invite others for a group discussion.

Chair’s opening welcome & Planning the
infrastructure of the future after COVID-19

09:00 - 09:30
Day 1

• Can there be greater imagination in infrastructure
planning and design for 2020 and beyond when
faced with the long-term implications of recession
and a continuing low interest environment?

• What will happen to returns and investor appetite in
trickier times?

Participants

Chair & Presenter: Julia Prescot - Partner & Chief
Strategy Officer, Meridiam Infrastructure,
Commissioner, NIC

State of the union panel discussion: how
resilient is infra to global crises?

09:35 - 10:10
Day 1

Challenging the resiliency and discipline of fund
managers: will an increase in competition lead to a
greater need for diversification? What will the new
definition of core be? Predictiing the impact of political
risk on the regulatory framework. Will infra investing
be a hedge against market volatility, what are the most
promising emerging infra sectors and how can
managers deal with projects exposed to risk?

Participants

Moderator: Julia Prescot - Partner & Chief Strategy
Officer, Meridiam Infrastructure, Commissioner, NIC

Panellists: Laurence Monnier - Head of Quantitative
Research, Real Assets, Aviva Investors

Scott Mackin - Managing Partner, Denham Capital

Karen Dolenec - Partner, Ancala Partners LLP

Keynote address: COVID-19 and its impact on
the infrastructure asset class

10:15 - 10:45
Day 1

Predicting the impact of COVID-19 on infra valuations:
fall in GDP, decreased supply chains and business
activity. What are the defensive characteristics of infra
from a listed standpoint and how badly will consumer
infra be affected? What will it mean for 2020
valuations? How sensitive is infra to these global
shock situations?

Participants

Gautam Bhandari - Managing Partner, I Squared
Capital

Dedicated networking time

10:45 - 11:15
Day 1

Powered by partneringONE®, all partnering meetings
will be held through a secure video conferencing
solution. You can have these meetings as one-to-one
chats or invite others for a group discussion.

Keynote Address

11:15 - 11:45
Day 1

Participants

Peter Durante - Managing Director, Global Lead for
Technology & Innovation,, Macquarie Infrastructure
and Real Assets (MIRA)

Changes in investor strategies

11:50 - 12:30
Day 1

How will COVID 19 impact investment strategies?
Examining the increasing sophistication of investors -
to what extent are they taking the lead in rolling over
fund investments to hold them directly in their
portfolios ? How does this affect pricing? Taking the
temperature of investor interest in collaborative
investment models to increase allocation to alternative
strategies in order to achieve better returns and risk
diversification.

Participants

Moderator: Eugene Zhuchenko - Founder, ETORE
Advisory

Panellists: Claus Fintzen - Chief Investment Officer,
Infrastructure Debt, Allianz Global Investors GmbH

Ron Boots - Head of Infrastructure Europe, APG Asset
Management

Andreas Jensen - Senior Portfolio Manager, AP4

Hans Forssman - Senior Investment Manager
Infrastructure, Skandia Mutual Life Insurance Co

Fund presentations to investors

12:10 - 12:55
Closed Door Session

A select number of fund managers will present their
fund to a group of investors, individually, in a closed
door setting. Each GP will have 10 minutes to make
their case, including time for audience Q&A.

GPs - For more information contact
Marcia.Brissett@informa.com

LPs – to register, contact Krystal.Pierre@informa.com

Closed door session

Moving forward with ESG and sustainability
issues

12:35 - 13:05
Day 1

Improving standards for social and environmental
impact in a post-Covid world

Participants

Moderator: Louis Downing - CEO, Global Infrastructure
Basel Foundation

Panellists: Dhruv Narain - Managing Director,
Infrastructure Investments, GCM Grosvenor

Neil Brown - Partner, Head of Investor Development
Group, Actis

Gregory Smith - President & Chief Executive Officer,
InstarAGF Asset Management Inc.

Dan Wells - Partner, Foresight Group

Dedicated networking time

13:05 - 13:35
Day 1

Powered by partneringONE®, all partnering meetings
will be held through a secure video conferencing
solution. You can have these meetings as one-to-one
chats or invite others for a group discussion.

Fund manager only closed door discussion
group

13:05 - 13:35
Fund manager only

Informative & invaluable networking for GPs

By invitation only

Keynote address

13:35 - 14:00
Day 1

SESSIONS
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29 September - 01 October, 2020

CEST/UTC-2 Time Zone
Virtual event
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The transportation sector: a mainstay of
infrastructure or a sector subject to stress?

14:05 - 14:35
Day 1

Aviation, toll roads, ports, and passenger trains have
all been hit in this crisis badly, and with governments
under stress, downside protection in many cases is
not as effective as thought. What is the outlook for
transportation both on a short-term and long-term
basis?

Participants

Moderator: Simon Whistler - Senior Manager,
Principles for Responsible Investment

Panellists: Hari Rajan - Partner and Head of Corsair
Infrastructure Partners, Corsair Capital

Emmett McCann - Managing Director and Co-Portfolio
Manager, Oaktree Capital Management

Christoph Manser - Head of Infrastructure
Investments, Swiss Life Asset Managers

Role of the mid-market in a world of
megafunds: Is there better value in the mid
market?

14:40 - 15:10
Day 1

Mega funds at one end and specialists at the other:
what does this mean for the mid-market and

competitiveness as they are pulled in different
directions? Will we see consolidation/M&As between
midmarket firms? Assessing how new vehicles and
spinoffs are moving into the space and finding value
by geography, cap size and strategy. Is the midmarket
large enough for funds to deploy at the scale they
claim?

Participants

Moderator: Mortimer Menzel - Partner, Augusta & Co

Panellists: Manuel Cary - Founding Partner & CEO, TIIC

Jérôme Janssen - Co-Head of Equity Investment,
Infrastructure Equity, Schroders

Ross Posner - Managing Partner, Ridgewood
Infrastructure

Emerging infra sectors: digital businesses and
open source data

15:15 - 15:45
Day 1

How can investors make best use of big data analytics
and smart city frameworks? Examining the growing
impact of data in improving asset management and
opportunities in sharing open source data to help with
industry risk management. How does tech interface
with infra and life-long assets?

Participants

Moderator: Jeffrey Altman - Senior Advisor, Finadvice
AG

Dedicated networking time

15:50 - 16:20
Day 1

Powered by partneringONE®, all partnering meetings
will be held through a secure video conferencing
solution. You can have these meetings as one-to-one
chats or invite others for a group discussion.

Diversity, talent and inclusion in infrastructure

15:50 - 16:20
Diversity lunch

Keynote solo presentation: Investment
Opportunities in Digital Infrastructure in a
Covid World

16:20 - 16:45
Day 1

Participants

Omar Jaffrey - Managing Partner, Melody Investment
Advisors

Transforming telecoms: Latest developments
in towers, fibre, fixed networks, data storage
and smart cities. Global pespectives

16:50 - 17:20
Day 1

What are the operational tools needed to build
investment platforms in the telecoms space? What are
the ESG considerations for towers, fibre and fixed
networks? Examining the differences in pricing,
regulation, politics, historic networks and customer
health between European countries in the telecoms
space.

Participants

Panellists: Dmitriy Antropov - Co-Head, Private
Infrastructure, Partners Group

Omar Jaffrey - Managing Partner, Melody Investment
Advisors

Olusola Lawson - Co-Managing Director, Africa
Infrastructure Investment Managers (AIIM)

Dylan Foo - Senior Partner, Co-Lead Infrastructure,
Apollo Global Management

Changing investor sentiment towards smarter
investments: direct, indirect, club deals and co-
investments in infrastructure

17:25 - 17:55
Day 1

Getting the internal setup right how smarter strategies
can provide investors transparency without the
underlying risk. How is the market responding to
reporting and governance requirements – what are the
KPIs?

What classifies as Core+? As investors go direct into
core, how does this affect pricing more for managers?

Participants

Moderator: Mark Weisdorf - Managing Partner , Mark
Weisdorf Associates

Panellists: Yves Meyer Buelow - Managing Director,
Allianz Capital Partners

Luigi Pettinicchio - CEO, Asper Investment
Management

Tara Davies - Member and Head of European
Infrastructure, KKR

Lars Pace - Principal, Real Assets Investments,
Hamilton Lane

Chair’s closing remarks

18:00 - 18:05
Day 1
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Dedicated networking time

18:10 - 19:00
Day 1

Powered by partneringONE®, all partnering meetings
will be held through a secure video conferencing
solution. You can have these meetings as one-to-one
chats or invite others for a group discussion.
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TIME CLOSED DOOR SESSION DAY 1 DIVERSITY LUNCH FUND MANAGER ONLY

08:00 08:00 - Dedicated networking time

09:00 09:00 - Chair’s opening welcome & Planning the
infrastructure of the future after COVID-19

09:35 - State of the union panel discussion:
how resilient is infra to global crises?

10:00 10:15 - Keynote address: COVID-19 and its im-
pact on the infrastructure asset class

10:45 - Dedicated networking time

11:00 11:15 - Keynote Address

11:50 - Changes in investor strategies

12:00 12:10 - Fund presentations to investors 12:35 - Moving forward with ESG and sustain-
ability issues

13:00 13:05 - Dedicated networking time

13:35 - Keynote address

13:05 - Fund manager only closed door discus-
sion group

14:00 14:05 - The transportation sector: a mainstay of
infrastructure or a sector subject to stress?

14:40 - Role of the mid-market in a world of
megafunds: Is there better value in the mid mar-
ket?

15:00 15:15 - Emerging infra sectors: digital business-
es and open source data

15:50 - Dedicated networking time

15:50 - Diversity, talent and inclusion in infra-
structure

SCHEDULE
MAIN CONFERENCE DAY 1 - 30/09/2020

SuperReturn Global Infrastructure
29 September - 01 October, 2020

CEST/UTC-2 Time Zone
Virtual event

+44(0)20 7017 7200 informaconnect.com/superreturn-infrastructure/ info.events@informa.com



TIME CLOSED DOOR SESSION DAY 1 DIVERSITY LUNCH FUND MANAGER ONLY

16:00 16:20 - Keynote solo presentation: Investment
Opportunities in Digital Infrastructure in a Covid
World

16:50 - Transforming telecoms: Latest develop-
ments in towers, fibre, fixed networks, data stor-
age and smart cities. Global pespectives

17:00 17:25 - Changing investor sentiment towards
smarter investments: direct, indirect, club deals
and co-investments in infrastructure

18:00 18:00 - Chair’s closing remarks

18:10 - Dedicated networking time

SCHEDULE
MAIN CONFERENCE DAY 1 - 30/09/2020

SuperReturn Global Infrastructure
29 September - 01 October, 2020

CEST/UTC-2 Time Zone
Virtual event

+44(0)20 7017 7200 informaconnect.com/superreturn-infrastructure/ info.events@informa.com



Dedicated networking time

08:00 - 09:00
Day 2

Powered by partneringONE®, all partnering meetings
will be held through a secure video conferencing
solution. You can have these meetings as one-to-one
chats or invite others for a group discussion.

Chairman’s opening welcome

09:00 - 09:05
Day 2

Keynote Address: Macro economic and geo-
political outlook for infrastructure investing in
an era of low growth/ recession.

09:10 - 09:45
Day 2

Entering the next phase of Brexit negotiations – what
to expect, will COVID delay Brexit talks? Prospects of
investing at a time of globally stagnating growth and
continued regulatory pressures. Offering a comparison
of European/Asia/US perspectives on fossil fuels and
what it means for the investable environment

Participants

Gordon Bajnai - Partner, Chairman of Global Advisory
Board, Campbell Lutyens

New data on Infrastructure Interest as
COVID-19 Impacts Develop

09:50 - 10:05
Day 2

Discussing the results of the data presentation: What
are investors seeing? What are their main worries at
this time of crisis? Has there been a change in investor
sentiment towards infrastructure investment and if so,
where? Which sectors are the future of infrastructure
and why?

15 minutes data presentation & 25 minutes panel
discussion

Participants

Data Presentation: Kelly DePonte - Managing Director,
Probitas Partners

New data on Infrastructure interest as
COVID-19 impacts develop

10:10 - 10:45
Day 2

Discussing the results of the data presentation: What
are investors seeing? What are their main worries at
this time of crisis? Has there been a change in investor
sentiment towards infrastructure investment and if so,
where? Which sectors are the future of infrastructure
and why?

Participants

Moderator: Kelly DePonte - Managing Director,
Probitas Partners

Panellists: Anna Baumbach - Partner, Palladio
Partners

Uwe Fleischhauer - Founding Partner and Managing
Director, YIELCO Investments

Mark Weisdorf - Managing Partner , Mark Weisdorf
Associates

Annette Bannister - Director, Head of European
Infrastructure & Project Finance, MetLife Investment
Management Limited

Dedicated networking time

10:45 - 11:15
Day 2

Powered by partneringONE®, all partnering meetings
will be held through a secure video conferencing
solution. You can have these meetings as one-to-one
chats or invite others for a group discussion.

Examining the role of regulators and the
evolution of relationships with industry

11:15 - 11:40
Day 2

An introduction to UK regulatory system and UKRN.
Balancing investor and consumer interests in
infrastructure investment. What are the regulatory
roles and the importance of legitimacy to the
regulatory system? Future challenges: infrastructure
investment in context of decarbonisation

Institutional investing into debt funds – still
plenty of demand?

11:45 - 12:15
Day 2

What is the lower for longer interest rate environment
impact on infra? Why wouldn’t you refinance at these
low rates? Has COVID 19 increased the risk of default
in highly leveraged situations? Who are the new
entrants to the debt market? Is there a shift to a
broader risk/reward profile and a dislocation in the
finance markets more generally?

Participants

Panellists: Severin Hiller - Co Head of Infrastructure
Debt, Rivage Investment

Jérôme Neyroud - Head of Infrastructure Debt,
Schroders

Tim Cable - Senior Partner, Vantage Infrastructure

Update on infrastructure secondaries market

12:20 - 12:50
Day 2

Examining views on the market, new participants,
amount of dry powder for secondaries, evolution over
time and historical performance. As the amount of
capital raised for infra continues to grow, what does it
mean for deal flow in the secondaries market?

Participants

Panellists: Dominik von Scheven - Senior Investment
Manager, Private Equity Investments, HSBC Global
Asset Management

Andrea Echberg - Partner, Co-Head Global
Infrastructure & Real Assets, Pantheon

Dedicated networking time

12:50 - 13:20
Day 2

Powered by partneringONE®, all partnering meetings
will be held through a secure video conferencing
solution. You can have these meetings as one-to-one
chats or invite others for a group discussion.

Keynote data presentation: The future of
benchmarking unlisted infrastructure - what
lessons from Covid-19?

13:20 - 13:50
Day 2

Data presentation: Private equity’s role in
plugging the infrastructure financing gap

13:55 - 14:15
Day 2

Participants

Alex Murray - VP, Research Insights, Preqin
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How ESG is driving investment decisions

14:20 - 14:50
Day 2

The importance of generating data and leveraging ESG
for value creation. What does a bad economy mean for
ESG? Can it become a differentiator? COVID-19 is
leading to a drop in air pollution – how can airports
become more agile? How businesses need to respond
to both the societal side and the regulatory side of
climate change commitments. Responsible investing
in infra – clarity about what this actually means, what
regulations are coming in especially around climate
change?

Participants

Moderator: Rick Walters - Director, Infrastructure,
GRESB

Panellists: Robert Wall - Partner, Hermes
Infrastructure

Aurélien Roelens - Investment Director & ESG
Coordinator, Cube Infrastructure Managers

Nikolas Stone - ESG Manager, CDC Group

Rahul Advani - Managing Partner, SER Capital Partners

Networking break

14:50 - 15:20
Day 2

PPPs and PFIs: A resurgence or greater
problems?

15:20 - 15:50
Day 2

Strategies under political stress before the crisis: now
governmental budgets are now under more stress than
ever and they may be looking for financial assistance,
is the political blowback becoming worse? Are there
revised structures that could help?on of investment
strategies?

SuperReturn Global Infrastructure closing
debate

15:55 - 16:30
Day 2

• Where does infra sit in a real assets portfolio?
• How to fix badly maintained infra
• Can infra be part of the impact investing

framework?
• Are we at peak pricing/in a bubble?
• Can airports, amusement parks etc survive post

COVID?

Participants

Moderator: Kelly DePonte - Managing Director,
Probitas Partners

Panellists: Robert K. Collins - Managing Partner, 3i
Infrastructure

Rahul Advani - Managing Partner, SER Capital Partners

Geoffrey Strong - Senior Partner, Co-Lead
Infrastructure and Natural Resources, Private Equity,
Apollo Global Management

End of SuperReturn Infrastructure 2020

16:30 - 16:35
Day 2
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TIME DAY 2

08:00 08:00 - Dedicated networking time

09:00 09:00 - Chairman’s opening welcome

09:10 - Keynote Address: Macro economic and geo-political outlook for infrastructure investing in an era of low growth/ recession.

09:50 - New data on Infrastructure Interest as COVID-19 Impacts Develop

10:00 10:10 - New data on Infrastructure interest as COVID-19 impacts develop

10:45 - Dedicated networking time

11:00 11:15 - Examining the role of regulators and the evolution of relationships with industry

11:45 - Institutional investing into debt funds – still plenty of demand?

12:00 12:20 - Update on infrastructure secondaries market

12:50 - Dedicated networking time

13:00 13:20 - Keynote data presentation: The future of benchmarking unlisted infrastructure - what lessons from Covid-19?

13:55 - Data presentation: Private equity’s role in plugging the infrastructure financing gap

14:00 14:20 - How ESG is driving investment decisions

14:50 - Networking break

15:00 15:20 - PPPs and PFIs: A resurgence or greater problems?

15:55 - SuperReturn Global Infrastructure closing debate

16:00 16:30 - End of SuperReturn Infrastructure 2020

SCHEDULE
MAIN CONFERENCE DAY 2 - 01/10/2020

SuperReturn Global Infrastructure
29 September - 01 October, 2020

CEST/UTC-2 Time Zone
Virtual event
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